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Sterol-C5-desaturase (SC5D) (EC 1.14.21.6) catalyses a reaction in the cholesterol biosynthetic 
pathway, converting lathosterol into 7-dehydrocholesterol. The enzyme is broadly distributed in 
human tissues, with highest levels in liver and brain. Bioinformatic methods were used to predict 
the amino acid sequences, transmembrane and gene locations for SC5D genes and encoded 
proteins using data from several vertebrate and invertebrate genome projects. Multiple histidine 
rich motifs (HR[G/F]LHH, HKPHH and HHTDHH) were conserved and four transmembrane 
regions were usually observed for the vertebrate SC5D protein sequences examined. Vertebrate 
SC5D genes predominantly contained 4 coding exons transcribed on either the positive or 
negative DNA strands. Evidence is presented for chromosomally duplicated SC5D genes for the 
Xenopus laevis genome. Vertebrate SC5D protein subunits shared 66-100% sequence identities 
and exhibited sequence alignments and identities for amino acid residues as well as extensive 
conservation of predicted transmembrane structures. Phylogenetic analyses demonstrated the 
relationships and evolutionary origins of the vertebrate SC5D genes which were related to an 
invertebrate SC5D gene observed in nematode and fruit fly genomes.
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Introduction
Sterol-C5-desaturase (SC5D) (EC 1.14.21.6) (also 
designated as lathosterol oxidase, lathosterol dehydrogenase 
and lathosterol desaturase) (SC5DL; S5DES; ERG3) is 
a membrane-bound enzyme in liver and other tissues of 
the body which catalyzes the penultimate reaction in the 
cholesterol biosynthetic pathway, converting lathosterol into 
7-dehydrocholesterol by introducing a C5-6 double bond 
into lathosterol [1-3]. Mutations of the human SC5D gene 
may result in the Smith-Lemli-Optiz syndrome, which is 
a frequently occurring autosomal recessive developmental 
disease resulting in mental retardation, facial dysmorphisms, 
and other congenital anomalies, as well as the accumulation of 
cholesterol intermediates [4-7].

Structures for SC5D genes and cDNA sequences have been 
determined, including human (Homo sapiens) [3,8,9] and 
mouse (Mus musculus) [10,11]. Human SC5D spans 20.96 
kbps, comprises 4 exons and is localized on chromosome 11 
on the direct strand [12]. SC5D is broadly expressed in human 
and mouse tissues, with highest levels in liver and brain, 
where the enzyme contributes predominantly to cholesterol 
biosynthesis. Studies of Sc5d¯/Sc5d¯ knock out mice have 
shown that these mice were still born with elevated lathosterol 
and decreased cholesterol levels and exhibited craniofacial 
defects, including cleft palates as well as limb patterning 
defects [10]. 

This paper reports gene structures and amino acid sequences 
for several vertebrate SC5D genes and proteins, the predicted 
secondary structures for vertebrate SC5D protein subunits, 
and the structural and evolutionary relationships for these 
genes and enzymes.

Materials and Methods
Vertebrate SC5D gene and protein identification 
Protein BLAST analyses used web tools and SC5D amino 
acid sequences previously reported (Table 1) [8,9,13]. Protein 
sequence databases for several vertebrate genomes were 
examined, including human (Homo sapiens); mouse (Mus 
musculus); opossum (Monodelphis domestica); platypus 
(Ornithorhynchus anatinus); chicken (Gallus gallus); lizard 
(Anolis carolinensis); tropical toad (Xenopus tropicalis); 
African clawed toad (Xenopus laevis); zebrafish (Danio rerio); 
coelacanth (Latimeria chalumnae); nematode (Pristionchus 
pacificus); and fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster) [14-24].

BLAST analyses were subsequently undertaken for each of the 
predicted vertebrate SC5D amino acid sequences using the UC 
Santa Cruz web [25]. To obtain the predicted locations for each 
of the vertebrate SC5D genes, including predicted exon boundary 
locations and gene sizes. Structures for human and mouse SC5D 
isoforms (splicing variants) were obtained using the AceView 
website to examine predicted gene and protein structures [26].
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Predicted structures and properties of vertebrate SC5D 
protein subunits 
Predictions of transmembrane helices for vertebrate SC5D 
subunits were obtained using the TMHMM web server v. 2.0 

Comparative human (sc5d) tissue expression
The UCSC Genome [25]. was used to examine comparative 
human tissue SC5D expression.

Phylogenetic studies and sequence divergence
Alignments and phylogeny analyses of vertebrate SC5D were 
undertaken using the phylogeny.fr web browser (Table 1) 
[27]. 

Results and Discussion
Alignments of SC5D subunit sequences 
The amino acid sequences for human (Homo sapiens) 
and mouse (Mus musculus) SC5D subunits and for other 
vertebrate SC5D subunits are shown in Figure 1. These 
alignments showed between 66-100% sequence identities, 
suggesting that these are products of the same family of 
genes and proteins (Table 1). In contrast, invertebrate SC5D 
sequences exhibited much lower sequence identities with the 
human sequence, with nematode (Pristionchus pacificus) and 
fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster) SC5D sequences showing 
identities of 22% and 27% respectively with the human SC5D 
sequence (Table 1). The amino acid sequences for human 
and other mammalian SC5D enzymes contained 299 residues 
whereas other vertebrate and invertebrate SC5D subunits 
contained between 278 residues (fruit fly) and 305 (purple 
sea urchin) amino acids (Figure 1, Table 1). These differences 

were predominantly explained by changes in the number of 
C-terminal amino acids (Figure 1). 

Predicted transmembrane and active site sequences of 
vertebrate SC5D subunits 
Analyses of predicted secondary and transmembrane 
structures for vertebrate SC5D sequences were examined 
which were consistent with four transmembrane regions 
(designated as TM1-4) and two alpha helical regions (alpha 
1 and 2) (Figure 1 and Figure 2). Similar structures were 
observed for each of the vertebrate SC5D subunits examined. 
For human SC5D, the following secondary structures were 
observed: alpha helix 1 (residues 2-27); TM1 (36-58); alpha 
helix 2 (70-78); TM2 (79-101); TM3 (116-138); and TM4 
(182-204), with intracellular locations predicted for inside 
(residues 1-34; 100-114; 205-299) and outside (58-76; 138-
181) the endoplasmic reticulum membrane (Figure 2). The 
active site for vertebrate SC5D is associated with conserved 
histidine regions (designated as HH1, HH2 and HH3) which 
were centrally located near TM3 and TM4. These residues 
are likely to play a role in providing ligands for a proposed 
catalytic Fe center for enzymes responsible for desaturating 
and hydroxylating reactions, such as SC5D; FA2H (fatty acid 
α-hydroxylase); and fatty acid desaturases (FADS1; FADS2; 
FADS3) [28-30]. Figure 3 shows the comparative putative 
histidine active site sequences for all vertebrate and invertebrate 
SC5D sequences examined demonstrating conservation of the 
following histidine residues (human SC5D sequence used): 
His138; His142; His151; His154; His155; His229; His232; 
His233, supporting an essential role for these amino acids in 
vertebrate and invertebrate SC5D catalysis. This proposal is 
further substantiated by site directed mutagenesis studies of 

Gene Animal Species Gene Transcript ID Exons Gene Amino Identity %
Location *prediction (Strand) size acids human 

SC5D human Homo sapiens 11:121303376-121307509 NM_006918 4 (+) 4134 299 100
Sc5d mouse Mus musculus 9:42255345-42259891 BAA33730.1 4 (-) 4547 299 84
SC5D cow Bos taurus 15:31882315-31886419 *XP_005216026.2 4 (+) 4105 299 85
SC5D opossum Monodelphis domestica 4:227383420-227389596 *XP_001380248.2 4 (-) 6177 299 74
SC5D platypus Ornithorhynchus anatinus ^DS18116v1:240342-248431 *XP_028930992.1 4 (-) 8090 299 75
SC5D chicken Gallus gallus 24:3560554-3563750 *XP_015153662.1 4 (-) 3197 288 66
SC5D lizard Anolis carolensis Lga:2222395-2231447 *XP_003222854.1 4 (+) 9053 293 66
SC5D tropical frog Xenopus tropicalis 7:88269461-88277246 CX849787 4 (+) 7786 290 68

SC5DS clawed frog Xenopus laevis 7S:54461781-54466717 *XP_018083286.1 4 (+) 4937 290 69
SC5DL clawed frog Xenopus laevis 7L:71071125-71075126 NP_001087137 4 (-) 4002 287 70
SC5D zebra fish Danio rerio 21:24531949-24534481 NP_001004630.1 4 (-) 2533 300 66
SC5D shark Callorhinchus milii ^KI636257:127617-131679 *XP_007909349.1 4 (-) 4063 301 66
SC5D coelacanth Latimeria chalumnae ^JH126563:455076-464346 *XP_005986182.1 4 (+) 9271 299 67
SC5D sea hare Aplysia californica ^Sc1016:160717-172702 *XP_005110921.1 5 (-ve) 11986 303 62
SC5D purple sea urchin Strongylocentrus purpuratus ^Sc65907:33352-38703 *XP_030831120.1 3 (-ve) 5352 305 60
SC5D nematode Pristionchus pacificus ^Chr:112653770-11265678 KAF8384310.1 11 (-ve) 2409 302 22
SC5D fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster X:13676915-13677818 CG11162 2 (+) 904 278 27

Table 1: Vertebrate and invertebrate SC5D genes and proteins.

*Note the presence of duplicate SC5D genes for clawed frog (Xenopus laevis) on 7L and 7S chromsomes; * predicted NCBI sequence; ^gene 
scaffold ID 
See Table 1 for sources of SC5D sequences; * shows identical residues for SC5D subunits; : similar alternate residues; . dissimilar alternate 
residues active site sequences (HH1, HH2, HH3) are in blue; helix (human SC5D or predicted helix); sheet (human SC5D) or predicted 
sheet;  bold font shows known or predicted exon junctions; exon numbers refer to the human SC5D gene; lathosterolosis  (LATHOS) variants 
[29RQ; 46YS; 211GD] (Brunetti-Perri et al., 2002; Krakowiak et al., 2003);  Thr114  plays a role in the stabilization of the SC5D-
substrate complex (Taton et al., 2000); and a phosphorylated Ser253 residue has been reported (Rigbolt et al., 2011).
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Figure 1: Amino acid sequence alignments for human and other vertebrate SC5D subunits.

Figure 2: Transmembrane structures observed for human SC5D subunits.
*Predicted transmembrane structure for human SC5D: TM1  TM4 regions are shown in red; predicted locations are shown in pink (outside) 
and blue (inside) HH1, HH2 and HH3 show positions for active sites for SC5D.

Arabidoopsis thaliana ∆7-sterol-C5(6)- desaturase (5-DES) 
for which mutations of the corresponding active site histidine 
residues have generated 2-20% activity levels of the wild-type 
enzyme [28].

Gene locations and exon structures for SC5D genes 
and proteins
Table 1 summarizes the predicted locations for vertebrate and 
invertebrate SC5D genes based upon BLAT interrogations of 

the corresponding genomes using the reported sequences for 
human, mouse and rat SC5D [2,7-9] and predicted sequences 
for other vertebrate and invertebrate SC5D genes and proteins. 
Human and mouse SC5D genes were located on chromosomes 
11 and 9, respectively, and contained 4 coding exons in each 
case (Table 1). The clawed toad (Xenopus laevis) genome 
showed evidence of duplicated SC5D genes, with predicted 
SC5DS and SC5DL genes being localized on separate 
chromosomes (chr7S and chr7L, respectively), apparently 
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reflecting an allotetraploid origin from two diploid progenitor 
Xenopus species around 18 million years ago [20]. In contrast, 
the related diploid tropical toad (Xenopus tropicalis) genome 
provided evidence of a single SC5D gene on chr7 (Table 1). 
Invertebrate SC5D genes examined also contained multiple 
coding exons: sea hare (Aplysia californica), 5 coding exons; 
purple sea urchin (Strongylcentrus purpuratus), 3 coding 
exons; nematode (Pristionchus pacificus), 11 coding exons; 
and the fruit fly genome containing a SC5D gene, with 2 
coding exons localized on the X chromosome (Table 1). 

Figure 1 summarizes the predicted exon start sites for human, 
mouse and several other vertebrate SC5D genes with each 
having 4 exons, in identical positions to those reported for 
the human SC5D and mouse Sc5d genes [3,8,9]. The four 
transmembrane regions (TM1-TM4) were distributed within 
each of the encoded exons with the three putative histidine 

active site sequences positioned between exons 3 and 4 (HH1/
HH2) and after TM4 (HH3). Lathosterolosis, an inborn error 
of the cholesterol biosynthetic metabolic pathway, has been 
reported clinically in human and mouse genomes due to SC5D 
deficiency [7,10,31-33]. In human clinical studies of the 
impact of SC5D mutations, this condition has been described 
as the Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome (SLOS) [5]. resulting 
in the formation of abnormal sterols and chondrodysplasia 
punctata [6]. SLOS disease variants (also referred to as 
LATHOS variants) have been reported involving amino 
acid substitutions (29RQ; 46YS; and 211 GD), 
resulting in SC5D deficiencies [10,31]. Studies with Sc5d 
(-/-) mice have shown that the neonates were stillborn with 
elevated lathosterol levels, decreased cholesterol levels and 
craniofacial defects; Consistent with phenotypes reported for 
human SC5D defective gene patients [10,33]. and supporting 

Figure 3: Amino acid sequence alignments for SC5D active site regions.
*HH1, HH2 and HH3 active site regions and conserved histidine residues are shown. * shows identical residues for SC5D subunits
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Figure 4: Gene structures for the human and mouse SC5D genes.
Derived from AceView website http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/IEB/Research/Acembly/(Thierry-Mieg and Thierry-Mieg, 2006); the major 
isoform variant is shown with capped 5’- and 3’- ends for the predicted mRNA sequences; introns and exons are identified; the length of the 
mRNAs (as kilobases or kb) and comparative expression levels with the average gene are shown; a CpG island (CpG75) was identified for the 
human SC5D gene, the direction for transcription is shown; transcription factor binding sites for the 5’region of the human SC5D gene were 
also identified.

an essential role for the SC5D gene in normal mammalian 
development (Figure 1). 

Figure 4 illustrates the structures of mRNAs for human SC5D 
and mouse Sc5d transcripts [26]. The human SC5D genome 
sequence contained several predicted transcription factor-
binding sites (TFBS) and a CpG island (CpG75) SMARCA4 
has been recognized as a potential transcription factor binding 
site for the human SC5D gene reulating gene expression by 
altering chromatin structure, particularly in proliferating 
mammary epithelial cells [34]. FOS [35] and RBL2 [36] have 
also been identified as likely sites of regulating expression 
of the human SC5D gene. The occurrence of the CpG island 
within the SC5D gene may reflect a role in regulating gene 
expression [37]. Contributing to a higher gene expression 
level reported for human SC5D (x2.6 times higher) and mouse 
Sc5d (3.2 times higher). 

Comparative human sc5d tissue expression
Figure 5 shows comparative gene expression for various 
human tissues obtained from RNA-seq gene expression 
profiles for the human SC5D gene obtained for 53 selected 
tissues or tissue segments for 175 individuals [35] (Data 
Source: GTEx Analysis Release V6p (dbGaP Accession 
phs000424.v6.p1). These data supported a much higher level 
of tissue expression for human SC5D in liver and the spinal 
cord, with highest median expression observed in liver [38-
41]. The presence of multiple TFBS within the SC5D gene 

promoter (SMARCA4, FOS and RBL2) may contribute to this 
high level in expression level. 

Phylogeny and divergence of vertebrate and 
invertebrate SC5D sequences 
A phylogenetic tree (Figure 6) was calculated by the progressive 
alignment of human and other vertebrate SC5D amino acid 
sequences. The phylogram was ‘rooted’ with a coelacanth 
SC5D sequence and showed clustering of the SC5D sequences 
into several distinct vertebrate groups, including primates 
(human, baboon and marmoset); other eutherian mammals 
(ruminants, diving mammals, seals, rodents); marsupial and 
monotreme species); birds and reptiles; amphibians; fish; and 
a shark and a coelacanth species. In addition, Xenopus laevis 
SC5D1 and SC5D2 sequences showed clustering with the 
Xenopus tropicalis sequence examined, which is consistent 
with these genes being products of a recent duplication event 
during Xenopus evolution [20].

Conclusion
In conclusion, the results of the present study indicate that 
vertebrate SC5D genes and encoded SC5D enzymes represent 
a distinct sterol desaturase gene and enzyme family which share 
key conserved sequences and structures with transmembrane 
structures and associated histidine boxes consistent with these 
serving as active sites and/or involved with metal ion binding. 
SC5D expression is highly expressed in liver and the spinal 
cord which may be facilitated by transcription factor binding 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/IEB/Research/Acembly/
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Figure 5: Comparative tissue expression for the human SC5D gene.
RNA-seq gene expression profiles across 53 selected tissues (or tissue segments) were examined from the public database for human SC5D, 
based on expression levels for 175 individuals (Data Source: GTEx Analysis Release V6p (dbGaP Accession phs000424. v6.p1) (http://www.
gtex.org). Tissues: 1. Adipose-Subcutaneous; 2. Adipose-Visceral (Omentum); 3. Adrenal gland; 4. Artery-Aorta; 5. Artery-Coronary; 6. Artery- 
Tibial; 7. Bladder; 8. Brain-Amygdala; 9. Brain-Anterior cingulate Cortex (BA24); 10. Brain-Caudate (basal ganglia); 11. Brain-Cerebellar 
Hemisphere; 12. Brain- Cerebellum; 13. Brain-Cortex; 14. Brain-Frontal Cortex; 15. Brain-Hippocampus; 16. Brain-Hypothalamus; 17. 
Brain-Nucleus accumbens (basal ganglia); 18. Brain- Putamen (basal ganglia); 19. Brain-Spinal Cord (cervical c-1); 20. Substantia nigra; 
21. Breast-Mammary Tissue; 22. Cells-EBV-transformed lymphocytes; 23. Cells- Transformed fibroblasts; 24. Cervix-Ectocervix; 25. Cervix-
Endocervix; 26. Colon-Sigmoid; 27. Colon-Transverse; 28. Esophagus-GastroesophagealBrain-Junction; 29. Esophagus-Mucosa; 30. 
Esophagus-Muscularis; 31. Fallopian Tube; 32. Heart-Atrial Appendage; 33. Heart-Left Ventricle; 34. Kidney-Cortex; 35. Liver; 36. Lung; 
37. Minor Salivary Gland; 38. Muscle-Skeletal; 39. Nerve-Tibial; 40. Ovary; 41. Pancreas; 42. Pituitary; 43. Prostate; 44. Skin-Not Sun 
Exposed (Suprapubic); 45. Skin-Sun Exposed (Lower leg); 46. Small Intestine-Terminal Ileum; 47. Spleen; 48. Stomach; 49. Testis; 50. 
Thyroid; 51. Uterus; 52. Vagina; 53. Whole Blood.

Figure 6: Phylogenetic tree and evolution of vertebrate SC5D amino acid sequences.
The tree is labeled with the gene name and the name of the vertebrate. The tree is ‘rooted’ with the coelacanth SC5D sequence. See Table 1 
for details of sequences and gene locations. A genetic distance scale is shown. The number of times a clade (sequences common to a node or 
branch) occurred in the bootstrap replicates are shown. Only replicate values of 0.9 or more which are highly significant are shown with 100 
bootstrap replicates performed in each case. Note the gene duplication event predicted for the ancestor to the Xenopus laevis SC5D gene.
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sites, SMARCA4, FOS and RBL2, which are localized in the 
5’ region of the SC5D gene on the human genome  his study 
also reports that the Xenopus laevis genome contains at least 
two ‘SC5D-like’ genes (designated as SC5D1 and SC5D2), 
which were located in tandem on separate chromosomes 
(chr7S and chr7L) of the Xenopus laevis genome. Phylogeny 
studies using several vertebrate SC5D subunits indicated that 
SC5D genes have apparently appeared early in vertebrate 
evolution prior to the teleost fish common ancestor more than 
500 million years ago. 
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